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TIMBER FRAMING
FOR BEGINNERS 

X. Introduction to Scribing 1

SCRIBING is one of the techniques in a skilled timber
framer’s repertoire, and one all of us will use at some point
in our careers. Trim carpenters use it to fit baseboards to
irregular floors or cabinets to wavy walls; log builders use it

to set their next course of logs on top of the one below, or to fit a
post base to a rock plinth. Its goal is to make curved, bowed, twist-
ed or otherwise irregular surfaces fit each other perfectly by trans-
ferring or marking the profile of one onto the other and removing
material from the latter to accommodate the former (Fig. 1).

In these cases one surface is already in place and you’re laying
out to make the other match its profile, often with dividers or
compasses to transfer the pattern over a short distance. Only one
piece needs to be aligned, marked and cut to fit the other already
in place. In timber frame layout, however, the timbers are in a stack
in your yard, and their potential arrangements and orientations are
myriad. Often two or more uncut pieces (such as a post, beam and
brace assembly) need to be aligned and referenced to plumb and
level planes and the profiles of each piece transferred to all the oth-
ers (since tenons need mortises). In addition, the transfer distance
increases as the the scribing setup gets higher, making errors more
significant and limiting the tools suitable for the task. 

An assembled scribed frame looks much more natural than a
square rule frame, with the former’s pieces flowing from one to the
other without the gains and housings so unsightly to some (Fig. 2).
But scribing is also more labor intensive. It requires more handling
and moving of material and more room for layout, yet offers less
room for mistakes. If an error is made, an entire assembly may have

to be set up again for layout in the yard. However, an efficient and
skillful scriber can work as fast as a square rule timber framer, as
many of our friends in Europe (where they use much irregular tim-
ber) have shown.

As in most building, it’s important first to understand the con-
cept of reference planes within the structure. Reference planes are
typically found at the top of floor framing, the outside of exterior
walls, the top of rafters, the centerline of ridges and on one side of
aisles or bays. Measurements and dimensions on plans are conven-
tionally taken from these planes. (For more on reference planes and
reference faces, see “Introduction to Layout,” TF 63.) But you are
just as likely to find framing plans showing intervals dimensioned
to timber centerlines, especially on interior frames. In the built
structure, wonky or irregular timbers will move in and out of these
reference planes, but the scribe layout person will know how to
make it all work. If a reference plane is a surface that functionally
needs to be flat, such as a floor or sheathed wall or roof, then the
members need to be straight, flattened or used elsewhere. Reference
planes that are not actual surfaces, however, do not require flatness
in the timbers.

The layout procedure requires setting uncut timbers in a given
assembly (a floor, wall, bent or roof ) over one another in their
proper relationships and then transferring irregularities from one
timber to the adjoining one at the joint locations (Figs. 3 and 4).
This is usually done first with the major timbers in the assembly
and with the assembly in a horizontal, leveled position, although it
is also possible to scribe pieces into a frame after it is up. Minor
timbers such as joists, girts and braces can be scribed later using
quicker methods after the major frame is securely try-assembled.

The assembly is most often laid out horizontally because gravi-
ty allows us the convenience of plumb and level as reference planes.
By aligning frame timbers in a predetermined orientation to these
planes, you can use tools such as plumb bobs, dividers and spirit
levels to transfer joinery accurately. 

There are several scribing methods, then, to transfer measure-
ments vertically through uncut timbers stacked in their proper ori-
entation, including plumb bobbing (such as French scribe), tumb-
ling (to be explained) and bubble scribing, a method we learn from
modern log builders. Other methods such as double cutting and
mapping do not require these vertical setups. Again, scribing is
labor intensive, and efficiency of movement is crucial to its success.
Each method has its advantages in certain applications.

LINING THE TIMBERS. Regardless of the scribing method
used, you need to know how the timber you’re laying out
relates to level and plumb and the reference planes, both in

its layout position and in the final frame. Major timbers, especially
if twisted, waney or curved, or that appear in two assemblies (such
as corner posts and plates that take part in both wall and roof
frames), will have level marks on one face if sawn or hewn roughly
square. Round timbers, which don’t have “faces,” will have level
marks on their ends, as will major square timbers.

Fig. 1. Marking dividers fitted with cross levels are used in log layout to
transfer the profile of one nonplanar surface to another. The tool is cal-
ibrated against a reference surface and then held plumb and level.   

Photos Will Beemer unless otherwise credited
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Fig. 2. Square rule assemblies (above left) show abrupt gains and reductions at many joints. Scribe rule assemblies (right) appear to flow together.

Fig. 3. Timber yard at St. Marie-among-
the-Iroquois Museum, Syracuse, New York.
Workers have positioned a roof truss to be
scribed over a completed crossframe. Hewing
bunks and sawing trestle in the background.
Except for the power cord, the spirit levels
and the suspicious red steel toolbox, the scene
might have occurred from the Middle Ages
to the end of the 19th century. 

Fig. 4. Marking for joints in multiple
member assembly. Timbers have been
stacked in the proper orientation and care-
fully leveled with shims, then clamped to
keep them from shifting. Upper member
has been both centerlined and joint lined,
lowest timber centerlined only.

Rob Hadden
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marks to make an X inside the rectangle. The French call this the
feather mark (Fig. 8). It will be the surface you level when setting
up the timber in the scribing assembly (Fig. 9).

Next, you want to establish a level plane through the timber,
which you will use to locate joinery along its length. As you look
down the timber, imagine the joinery that will occur and how it
will land among the sweeps, curves and knots along the timber. If
one edge of your mortises (and tenons) is to be 2 in. (on average)
from the reference arris, you may want to have a snapped line rep-
resenting that. Or you may want to keep your joinery centered,
and thus snap a line that follows the center of the log or timber as
closely as possible. You might also do this if you wanted all of your
smaller section timbers centered on the larger ones, rather than
your reference faces flush on one side. The point to remember here
is that whatever line you snap to establish the level plane, it’s set at
some known distance from the joinery and the reference planes of
the building. When two mating timbers are assembled, the lines
should meet. 

Let’s look at a couple of examples of how the level marks and
lines help us orient the timber. Say you have a twisted post and you
place your level mark in the center of the length, leaving the sur-
face unaltered. This means that the top end of the timber would
meet the plate slightly askew, and the bottom end going into the
sill would be slightly askew the other way. But what if you wanted
the post to meet the plate flush across the whole joint and didn’t
care if the post was skewed a lot down at the sill? In that case you
would put the level mark up at the plate end, or else plane down

These level marks become our primary reference points, defin-
ing a level plane, and are very useful if the timber is twisted. The
level marks on each end are often connected down the length of
the timber by a chalk line, both to locate joinery on that face and
to level the timber lengthwise (Figs. 5-7). 

Not all timbers need to be lined or have level marks. You don’t
need to waste your time on short minor timbers and those that are
straight and square (or close enough). You may only need to mark
one reference plane, not two (for level and plumb) if joinery only
occurs in one face. Remember, efficiency is key, so don’t line the
timbers if you don’t have to. Experience will help you decide when
it’s necessary.

Let’s look now at how the level marks and lines are established;
later, you’ll see how to use them during the setup for scribing. First,
place the timber on the sawhorses or bunks with the primary ref-
erence face up. This reference face is also the face that will be up in
the timber’s first assembly. Measure the shoulder-to-shoulder length
on the top face, add enough for tenons and crosscut the timber to
length. Sometimes extra length is required for you to align and shim
timbers during the setup, but the point is not to have 4-5 ft. of
extra length, which could exaggerate the discrepancies in the tim-
ber and offset the joinery unnecessarily.

Using a torpedo or 2-ft. spirit level placed across the face approx-
imately midway along the timber, shim the timber until the vial
reads level. If there is not a flat place for the spirit level, make one
with a plane working across the grain. Mark along both sides of the
level on the face, remove the level and connect the corners of these

Fig. 5. Level-lining square timbers at the ends preparatory to striking
connecting lines on faces. Objective is to describe a true plane. 

Fig. 8. Planing a level flat across a severely twisted surface. Flat is par-
allel to imaginary plane that ignores bow and twist.

Fig. 6. Striking centerlines joining plumb and level lines on log-ends.
Bumps in surface can sometimes require segmental striking.

Fig. 7. Examples of lined timbers. Lining is practically indispensible
for timber in the round and for twisted or crooked square timber.
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an area for the level near the midpoint that was parallel to the ref-
erence surface up at the plate shoulder (Fig. 10).

Or perhaps you are framing in a forked post that has been flat-
tened on two opposite faces. Now you have three ends that need to
be in the same plane. Set the timber on a level floor and block it
up so that the centers of all three ends at the shoulder marks are
the same distance above the floor (thus level) and plane a flat spot
at midlength until a level placed on it reads true, then make the
level mark. Laser, builder’s or water levels can also be used to level
up the timber, especially if you don’t have a level floor to work on.
Shim all three ends of the forked piece up to the same elevation as
indicated by the level, then establish using the level mark at
midlength as before (Fig. 11). 

Whatever the piece at hand, after the level mark is established
choose where to line the timber. For timbers that will end up in
two different assemblies, you usually line all four faces. For other
timbers, you only need to line the faces that will receive joinery.
You need to consider the timbers that will be joined to the one
you’re working on. If you’re lining an exterior post, and the upper
reference face is the outside of the building, you will want the post
to be flush with all the other timbers’ outside faces. If your joinery
is to be laid out with 2-in. mortises and tenons 2 in. from the out-

Fig. 10. By aligning level planes, the framer can choose whether to dis-
tribute the distortion or where to concentrate it.

Fig. 9. Dave Carlon tapping up the wedge to tilt a timber surface into
level. Area under level will be hatched for later reference. 

Fig. 11. A forked member requires three ends in plane (one end unseen.)
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side face, then make a mark at the shoulder points 2 in. down from
the reference arris, which is the line at the meeting of your prima-
ry (top) and secondary reference faces. 

If your timber is twisted, or “in winding” as the British say, you
need to “unwind it” to make sure the plane you establish with your
chalk lines is parallel to your level mark. Place a stick (such as a 2-
ft. level, framing square or length of wood of uniform thickness)
on the level mark. At the shoulder marks at each end, place the 2-
in. blade of a framing square and shim until its upper edge is par-
allel to the level stick. Now you have three level lines across the
timber, but they don’t necessarily make a plane (Fig. 12).

If you use framing square blades for all three sticks, you can
sight across the squares to detect any curvature in the timber.
Keeping them parallel crosswise, shim the squares again until they
are aligned lengthwise. Now you have a level plane. At each end of
the timber, measure down the same distance on the secondary ref-
erence face (either 2 in. as suggested above or half the thickness of
the timber if you’re doing centerlines) and mark a point. Roll the
timber to bring up the secondary face and snap a line through
these two points. It’s easier to get an accurate line if you snap it
from above rather than from the side, and it helps to have another
person sighting you or using a level to make sure you’re pulling the
line plumb before snapping. 

If the sweep allows the line only to hit at the hump in the cen-
ter, you need to plumb up from the shoulder marks and sight from
one mark to the other or use the line to mark the high point. Then
you can snap in stages from the high point to each shoulder mark
(Fig. 13). If the timber has a sweep on a face that prevents the line
from hitting, you will need to do some carpentry gymnastics. First,
shim the timber so that your level mark on the primary face (now
on the side rather than the top) is plumb. Then plumb down from
the chalk line at various points to get marks to snap from in stages
(Fig. 14). 

Often the end cut is close enough to the shoulder that you can
also screw on plumb boards to tie the line to if you’re working
alone. Your eye becomes an invaluable tool here and will aid your
efficiency if you can sight the points along the plane accurately and
quickly.      

For timbers that are far from straight, you may find during this
process that you need to move the line away from the ideal loca-
tion for the joinery. For example, you may find that the chalk line
for the joinery actually leaves the curved timber along its length,
and intermediate timbers would not even hit if you left the line
where it is. You may need to move the joinery at the ends to get
enough relish at the other joinery along the length. If that still
doesn’t work, you can try turning the timber and starting over—or
rejecting it entirely. Again, your eye can help you make these deci-
sions at the beginning and save time.  

You might have a post that needs to be oriented with the sweep
to the outside of the building. (This would push the siding out if
the joinery were made flush at the ends, so it’s preferable to orient
the sweep some other way. But let’s say it’s unavoidable.) You might
then want to move the joinery out so that the timber is flush at the
greatest part of the sweep and the ends inset from the plate and sill.
With the timber’s primary face up and the level mark true, run a
string across the high point so that the two ends of the string are
the same distance above the face. Measure down 2 in. from the
string to locate the edge of the mortises and tenons; this can also
be done with framing squares and torpedo levels. Then turn the
timber and mark the chalk line on the secondary face as you nor-
mally would. Rotate the timber back so that the primary face is up
and re-level. Snap a reference line on this face if needed for joinery.
From where these two lines meet the ends of the timber, transfer
and mark lines level and plumb across the ends to the other face(s).
Then roll the timber and snap lines on these faces. These lines not

only locate the joinery but will also be used to level the timber
lengthwise in the setup. The lines across the ends will help you
reestablish the chalk lines if they degrade.

Round timbers are lined a bit differently since there are no faces
to put a level mark on. Start with the ends, establishing level and
plumb lines in a location where the joinery appears to work well.
Lines snapped along the length of the timber connecting these
marks should also accommodate joinery that is needed. 

Accurate lining is critical for the success of the scribe method,
and will seem to take a long time at first. But your speed will
increase as your eye becomes more critical and accurate, and you
don’t need to line all timbers. Lining is especially needed with pri-

Fig. 12. Use of three winding sticks to develop true plane from twist-
ed surface, with reference to given level mark.  

Fig. 13. Snapping a chalk line in segments on a bumpy surface.
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restricted to smaller, relatively undistorted timbers and joints
occurring over small flat areas. Here the beams to be scribed must
be set over the ones they will meet, as in most of the other scribing
methods, and the lines projected directly with a straightedge
instead of remotely as in mapping. 

If you wanted to tumble the floor joists in our first assembly,
you would first lay out, cut and assemble the main perimeter sills,
then set the joists on top of them above their final locations.
Scribing allows us to put the unlined joists and other minor tim-
bers in rather arbitrary positions (as long as they will do their job
structurally) because their shoulders will be transferred directly no
matter at what angle the two pieces meet. If the tops of the sills are
level, take a joist and roll (“tumble”) it to one side so that the top
arris now rests on the sill. Mark the shoulder-to-shoulder length
and roll the timber back up. 

Take the straightedge and hold it against the inside face of one
sill and tap the joist along until the shoulder mark meets the
straightedge. Mark this line on the joist and then do the same on
the other side. Go to the other end of the joist; place the straight-
edge on that sill’s inside face and tap the joist back until that shoul-

mary timbers, ones that appear in two or more assemblies, and
those that are round, twisted, curved, waney or severely out of
square. Joists, rafters, braces, minor girts and studs usually do not
have to be lined if they’re reasonably straight and square. After lin-
ing all timbers that need it, you are ready to set up for scribing.

It should be pointed out that some workers prefer to line tim-
bers destined to appear in two assemblies after they complete the
first assembly but before dismantling it. Timbers are placed and
wedged by eye in whatever way looks best in a roughly level first
assembly, then scribed, cut and reassembled. Only then does the
worker plane a feather mark for level and strike the chalk lines for
the second assembly. The advantage here is that new requirements
sometimes appear in an initial layup that make one want to change
things around, which cannot be done if the timbers are lined and
level-marked before ever seeing an initial assembly.

THE first assembly to be scribed is usually a major horizon-
tal frame such as the lowest floor or, in the case of buildings
with masonry walls, the wall plates and tie beams. These are

done first because upon completion they will establish the level
footprint of the building, and the other assemblies such as walls
can be laid up on top of them and to the exterior dimensions that
have been established. If you didn’t have this floor as a template,
you would need instead to have a full-scale drawing of the build-
ing on a layout floor or take tedious measurements at each lay-up
to reestablish the building dimensions. Another option if you are
laying out the frame over bare ground is to establish reference
strings at some set distance out from the perimeter of the frame,
much like batter boards for a foundation layout. It’s also possible
to use the foundation itself as your scribing platform if it’s a slab or
shallow crawlspace.

Let’s propose a hypothetical floor frame and see the various ways
you can apply the scribing methods. The outside dimensions of the
frame are 12 ft. by 16 ft. If the foundation is already in place, it
may be possible to place the timbers right on it and not take any
measurements at all before scribing. But for illustration let’s use the
simplest (and potentially least accurate) form of scribing to lay out
the sill corners: mapping, also called distance scribing, mental scrib-
ing or measured scribe. In this system, the mating timbers don’t have
to be stacked for layout, or even brought near each other. The irreg-
ularities of one timber are measured and noted, then accommo-
dated for in a separate layout of the joinery on the other piece. 

In our example, the long, mortised sill at its corner measures %
in. less than the nominal 8 inches across, and the opposite long sill
measures & in. greater than 8 inches. Thus the shoulder-to-shoul-
der length of the short sill between them will be 12 ft. – 7 ' in. –
8 & in., or 10 ft. 7 ' in. 

What if the long sill timber is severely twisted? Here’s where the
level mark and lines become very useful. Set the timber up so that
the level mark and the line along the length are level. At each end
set a level on the face at the shoulder line and measure (with a bevel
gauge or rule) the amount the face is twisted, then transfer those
measurements to the mating sill (Fig. 15). 

The more individual deviations from ideal, the more unwieldy
mapping becomes. You have to record, remember or otherwise
keep track of all these variations. As you can see, mapping an entire
frame would be very tedious mentally, even if it saved you the work
of actually stacking the timbers. It also requires that timbers be rea-
sonably close to square and straight, free of wane and not too twist-
ed, to keep the number of variables down. If you don’t have the
room to move timbers around much or do a stacked setup, and can
only work on one timber at a time, mapping may be appropriate
for you. Or you might forget scribing entirely and go to square rule
if your timbers are reasonably close to square.

Tumbling is another easy and quick form of scribing, but

Fig. 14. Plumbing down from the stretched line to get snapping points.
For this procedure, the level mark on the log end is plumb. 

Fig. 15. Scribing non-orthogonal shoulders in right-angle connections.
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der mark lines up. Transfer the lines up on both sides. Add tenons
or whatever additional length is needed to occupy housings or
drop-in pockets. While tumbling is fast, it’s best restricted to small
pieces because you move the timbers a lot. 

If the twisted sills are not level on top, we cannot immediately
tumble the joist because the twist in the sill prevents the arrises of
the two timbers from meeting when the joist is rolled. We need to
take a few extra steps by lining the joists and then measuring the
distance between the sills and transferring that to the reference line
on the side of the joist (Fig. 16).

Another method used in place of tumbling or in combination
with it is double-cutting, helpful on waney timbers. The mortises
will have been cut ahead of time, and then short tenons are cut on
the ends of the adjoining timbers, leaving plenty of material ahead
of the shoulder line (established by tumbling) to account for the
expected variation in the mating face. Insert the tenon all the way
into the mortise (making sure the timbers are level with your lines
and level marks), and set dividers to the widest distance between
the faces. Scribe the profile of the mating face to create the shoul-
der, and make a second cut to this line (Fig. 17).

This method is preferable to tumbling for larger joints, when
transferring up with a straightedge might be less accurate. You can
still use tumbling to get your shoulder-to-shoulder length.

BEFORE moving on, it might be interesting to compare tech-
niques in Japan, where there is often not enough working
room for direct scribing. As related in the sumitsuke series by

Michael Anderson (TF 26, 28 and 29), Japanese framers will square
rule the shoulder-to-shoulder lengths, thus requiring gains or hous-
ings in receiving timbers, but scribe the profile of the housing to
accept the tenoned piece, which is often round or faceted in sec-
tion. Since they can’t scribe the profile directly from one piece to the
other, they will transfer it to a centerlined profile board with
straightedge and careful measurements and carry that board over to
the housing in the other timber, always working to joint centerlines.
Conversely, in France we saw carpenters scribing the shoulder-to-
shoulder length and angles, but square ruling the mortises and
tenons down a set distance from a reference face (but see TF 34-36).

Mapping, tumbling and double-cutting are used when timbers
are reasonably square and straight. As timbers get wilder, you need
to get them one right over the other at the joint location and use
more exacting techniques to get the variations transferred accu-
rately. The principal scribing tools are the plumb bob and the bub-
ble scribers. Plumb bobs are used with sawn or well-hewn materi-
al, while bubble scribers are best suited for round material. Plumb
bobbing is the traditional way of scribing in France and England,
where straight timber was customarily reserved for high uses. The
technique was carried over to colonial America and prevailed
before square rule layout came into use about 1800. In the plumb
bob method, uncut timbers are stacked in tiers, leveled and placed
carefully in their proper orientation, and the joinery intersections
are transferred vertically with dividers, pencils and a good eye,
using the plumb bob running down through the assembly at the
joint location for true reference (Fig. 18 facing page). 

Scribing can be very fast and accurate (once the setup has been
established), but requires a practiced eye and steady hand. If there
are many repeated assemblies of the same configuration to con-
struct, such as multiple roof trusses, then it makes sense to create a
full-scale drawing of the assembly on a layout floor with the prin-
cipal reference planes marked with chalk lines. This may even
make sense for unique assemblies, since the drawing is easier to
measure out than moving timbers and tape measures around, and
if you inadvertently bump a timber out of alignment during layout
you have the drawing to reference it to directly. 

However, you might not have a layout floor big enough or clear
enough to do a full-scale drawing, in which case you will have to
set up on blocks or sawhorses, moving each timber into place and
measuring its alignment, and then being very careful not to move
it during scribing. (Clamps can help, as in Fig. 4.) If you are doing
your layout over bare ground in a yard, you could lay down wide
planks on which to snap chalk lines. The planks themselves can be
set to stakes along one or both edges to maintain alignment. 

The floor drawing, according to its nature as a plan or elevation,
will have lines representing the outside of the building, the tops of
floors, girts and roof, the centerlines of posts or the lower sides of
braces. Except for perhaps the centerlines of posts, these do not rep-

Fig. 16. Tumbling is a straightforward marking operation unless the
pieces meet twisted surfaces, requiring additional steps to produce the
necessary non-orthogonal shoulders.

Fig. 17. Double cutting. Timbers are jointed provisionally with refer-
ence to common level line and cut a second time to obtain perfect fits
at the shoulders.
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resent the same lines you have snapped along the length of the tim-
bers (the latter usually represent the location of the joinery).
Developing the floor drawing requires knowledge of geometry, pro-
portion and other math to assure accuracy, and traditionally these
secrets were the domain of the master carpenter. Even today, once a
knowledgeable and skilled person lays out the drawing, the math-
challenged crew can still tackle the scribing without tape measures.

Once the floor drawing is complete, be careful not to obliterate
your lines by walking on them until layout is complete for all the
assemblies using that drawing. Place the timbers over the drawing,
starting with major timbers such as posts on the bottom, using the
plumb bob (or a level held plumb) to align the appropriate face
(outside of end post to outside of building, for example) to the
drawing. At the same time, shim the timbers on blocks so that both
the feather marks and the lines on the sides are level.

Leave enough room under the first tier of timbers for the plumb
bob to swing freely, and use the same size blocks under all timbers
so they are level with each other as well (we assume the layout floor
is level). Place the second tier on top of the first, using no blocks,
making sure not to jostle the first set. These might be tie beams and
wallgirts that connect from post to post. Shim and level them as
you align them to the drawing; minor timbers may not be on the
floor drawing as their location is somewhat arbitrary. A third tier
could then be placed, such as braces between the tie beam and the
posts. This procedure requires quite a bit of blocking under the
post end while the other end rests on the tie beam, an instance
where adequate uncut length is needed to block up a timber suffi-
ciently to have clearance for marking the joinery. 

Level and align this tier as the others. It is important that the
chalked reference lines on each tier be the same distance from the
lines on the tier above or below it. Some scribers prefer to go only
two tiers high, scribe and assemble that much, then scribe the
braces into the assembly. This approach may be safer as you can be
sure the major assembly has no mistakes before tackling the braces,
but it requires much more setup time re-leveling everything. The
confident and efficient scriber will try to get as many of the tim-
bers in the setup as possible scribed at the same time.

With the timbers all aligned to the drawing and each other, and
leveled in both directions, you are ready to scribe. Because the assem-
bly is level in two directions, dropping the plumb bob through it
gives the third axis, and you can accurately lay out the joinery in
space using these planes of reference. For  example, take the tie beam
to post joint. Drop the plumb bob so it swings free just above the
floor and the string touches at least one corner of both beams. Now
you can see the irregularities in the face of the beam. 

To mark the top beam, align a sharp carpenter’s pencil with a
flattened face to be level and parallel to the arris of the timber
below. Place it on the same side of the string as the lower timber and
mark, taking into consideration the difference between the string
and the corresponding corners (Fig. 18). 

If the timbers are different widths, the distance between the
marks on one timber will be the width of the other. You can use
the chalk lines on the side as additional reference points, as when
the joinery comes together these lines on each timber should meet.
Repeat the process on the lower timber, aligning your pencil with
the arris of the upper one. If the discrepancy between the string
and surface is too great to eyeball accurately, take the measurement
with dividers and transfer it. If necessary, use the dividers as well
to transfer the width of the joinery above and below the chalk line.

Repeat this process on both sides of the joint and at both ends
of the timber. If the timber is coming in at an angle (a brace, for
example), be sure to trace this angle on the side of the timber for
reference. If there is a through tenon, you’ll want to have enough
length to scribe the exit on the backside of the mortise. Remove
the timbers from the setup one at a time when layout is complete,
immediately connecting the scribed points to outline the joinery. 

It must be noted here, before you cut any joinery, that every
time you make a cut you should be sure to connect any points or
lines that might be needed later. Lost lines are difficult to recover
since you have no surfaces to measure from once the assembly has
been dismantled. As you’re scribing, try to visualize the final joint
when assembled, because cuts may not be square or even in a
plane, especially in round material or timbers with wane or
obstructions. Timbers coming together at an angle other than 90
degrees in unsquare faces may produce a joint layout that looks
impossible as you’re getting ready to cut it, but may have made
sense during layout. When you’re checking mortises for depth and
squareness, remember that you can’t use a square on the surface,
but must refer back to the feather mark. Make sure it is plumb or
level, then check the mortise with your square referencing to level
or plumb.

In the next article, we will continue with plumb bob scribing
and examine in detail how to scribe an angled brace and timbers
that appear in two assemblies. We’ll also look at scribing round
logs into square or round timbers using mitered joinery and bub-
ble scribes. Finally, we’ll summarize some rules of thumb to make
scribing more efficient and describe how you can tell if an old tim-
ber frame was scribed or not.                             —WILL BEEMER
Will Beemer is co-executive director of the Guild for administration
and education. This article is first of a short series on scribing. 

Fig. 18. Scribing assembly for post, beam and brace at
St. Marie-among-the-Iroquois. Main timbers are lined.
French method includes floor layout lines and cast
plumb bob with flat bottom. Small rabbet plane cuts
flats across the grain of hewn timber to produce level
reference stations or “feather marks.” 
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TIMBER FRAMING
FOR BEGINNERS 

X. Introduction to Scribing 2

IN Part 1 of this series on scribing (see TF 76), we ended by
describing the plumb bob method of transferring intersec-
tions from one timber to another. For timbers coming togeth-
er at 90 degrees, the technique is fairly straightforward once you

learn how to measure (with dividers or eye) the amount a face is out
of square, while using the plumb bob string as a true reference.

To describe the intersection of pieces coming together at other
angles, such as a brace meeting a post, the technique is similar
(with a few extra steps) but the results unexpected. Angled pieces
meeting at out-of-square surfaces usually result in sloping lines that
are hard to visualize. Let’s look at a brace layout to illustrate.

Fig. 2 shows the uncut stock for a brace blocked up above a post
it will join. Both pieces have been leveled, and you must be care-
ful not to jostle the pieces or change their arrangement until all of
the needed points have been marked, or “picked.” Note that even
though the brace is narrower than the post, both have centerlines
(see “Lining the Timbers” in Part 1) that will meet when the pieces
are assembled—in other words, the brace is to be centered on the
post. The actual angle in degrees doesn’t matter; whatever is struc-
turally appropriate and aesthetically pleasing will do. 

First you mark the four points on each timber that represent the
intersection plane. Slide the plumb bob string down what will be

the long (lower) edge of the brace until the string just touches the
post. In our example, the string rides a bottom arris of the brace
until it hits an upper arris of the post. In the figure, the string does
not touch the lower arris of the post nor the upper arris of the
brace (Fig. 2).

We are going to transfer the plane of the face of the post to the
brace. Look at the centerline of the post and eyeball the half-width
of the brace above and below the line to see about where the
extremities of the brace will actually land on the face of the post.
The distances from the string to the face of the post at these two
points, measured along the plane of the lower edge of the intersecting
brace, should be transferred up to the corners of the brace, keeping
the pencil parallel to the edge of the post (Figs. 3 and 4). 

This gives you the two lower points on the brace representing
the plane of the post face; later you will move the plumb bob to
the upper surface of the brace to get the other two points. 

Note how the carpenter’s pencil in Fig. 3 is flattened on one side
for two or three in. back from the tip. This gives a flat plane to
sight along and allows the lead to be flush with that plane. In this
step you are only marking the plane of the post face on the brace,
as if the brace were to be butted against the post, with no tenon.
Later you will mark out for the bearing face of the tenon, which

Fig. 1. Centered housed brace in irregular timber neatly achieved with scribe layout. Projection of brace nose above surface of meeting timber is
called by its French name, “désabout.” Diminished housing is 1 in. deep at the bearing end, tapers to zero at the surface.

All photos and drawings Will Beemer
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will determine the actual cut and final housing location on the
post. While the string is positioned at this lower intersection, you

can also mark the post for the lower or bearing end of the brace
mortise. The bearing will be square to the face, as is usual practice,
so hold the pencil at 90 degrees to the post surface and mark a
plane square to the post face that represents the brace intersection.
Since the brace will be “turning” to enter the post at 90 degrees,we
make this initial mark at the last point (the string) for the brace to
make that turn before diving below the surface of the post. Make
marks at the top and bottom arrises of the post (Fig. 5).

Fig. 2. Plumb bob layout for typical brace connection to post or beam.  Fig. 3. Transferring plane of post face to future lower edge of brace. 

Fig. 4. Marking plane of post face on brace (photos reversed for con-
sistency). Distances from string to face of post at superimposed arrows
are transferred to corners of brace. In this case, twist of timbers puts
string contact points at upper arris of brace and lower arris of post.

Fig. 5. Marking the post for the housing for bearing end of brace. Pencil
is held perpendicular since bearing will be square to the surface. Housing
mark is temporary; brace may have to be clipped farther up to make sure
bearing face begins before brace enters post, and housing shifted as well.
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the joint will look much better this way. We can accomplish this
by adding a désabout, an extra measure of nosing, to the bearing
surface of the tenon. To do so, first slide the 90-degree mark up the
brace a slight distance and then transfer this new mark down to the
mortise face for the entrance of the housing (Fig. 11). 

Later, after “picking” all of your points of intersection, you can
connect these points with a line and mark the half-width of the
brace above and below the centerline on the post (Figs. 5 and 6).
Be sure to keep the pencil on the same side of the string as the
intersecting timber and flush to it. 

Now comes an extra step: again keeping the pencil at 90 degrees
to the post face and on the same side of the string, bring the pen-
cil up and mark the brace to indicate the plane of the bearing face
of the tenon and any additional abutment developed on the brace
end to bear in a housing (Figs. 8 and 9).

It’s important that these marks and the earlier marks you made
on the brace to represent the plane of the post face do not cross,
although they can touch. If they touch, the tenon’s bearing shoul-
der will begin exactly at the face of the post. If the lines cross (as
they do in Fig. 10), the brace will appear sunken below the surface
of the post where the bearing shoulder begins. If they don’t touch
or cross, it means the start of the bearing shoulder will stand proud
of the post surface. This is the situation we are looking for, since

Fig, 6.  Marking the brace width on the face of the post. Pencil must
be kept on same side of string as brace. 

Fig. 7. Using dividers to transfer the brace half-width to the face of
the post. End lines have already been established by string.

Fig. 8. Marking the brace to indicate the plane of the bearing face of
the tenon and any additional abutment developed on the brace end to
bear in a housing.

Fig. 9. Marking brace for bearing end of tenon. Pencil must be per-
pendicular to  face of post since bearing housing is plumb to surface.  
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Figs. 12-14 show a new set of timbers, this time a deep rectan-
gular brace to be joined to a squarish post flush with one side of
the post. The problem is the same.

Fig. 12 shows the finished joint with a désabout (as well as a
diminished housing, whose procedure is described overleaf ). In
Fig. 13, the pencil is oriented parallel to the post face, marking the
offset from the string. Fig. 14 shows the string moved up the brace
until the lines don’t cross, with the bearing shoulder then marked
on both the brace and the post below by holding the pencil at 90
degrees to the post face.  

Fig. 10. Lines for bearing face of brace tenon cross lines representing
face of post. Brace tenon would then begin well below surface of post.

Fig. 11. Sliding plumb line up along brace arris until lines for bear-
ing face of brace tenon do not cross post-face lines solves problem in
Fig. 10, resulting in a dèsabout starting well proud of post face.

Fig. 12. Flush brace joint with désabout and diminished housing.

Fig. 13. Pencil indicating post-face line on brace is offset the distance
from post face to string at housing location below, as measured along
plane of lower face of brace. Mortise is already laid out.

Fig. 14. Plumb bob string has been moved up brace arris from its posi-
tion in Fig. 13 until lines don’t cross. All lines shown in Figs. 13 and
14 have been laid out previously.
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Returning to our original set of timbers and the centered brace
connection, move the plumb bob to the upper side of the brace
and repeat the process, marking the top of the mortise and the
points on the brace where it enters the mortise (Fig. 15). 

You don’t need to do the extra step for a bearing plane of the
brace since that only occurs on the lower part of the tenon. Move
the pencil down to the post and, this time keeping it in line with
the plane of the brace and on the same side of the string as the
brace, pick where the brace enters the top of the housing. Make
sure you offset the pencil by the same amount the brace face is
away from the string above.

Again, be careful not to change the orientation of the pieces or
jostle them out of level until the above process is complete. Once
all of the points are picked, you can remove the pieces from the
assembly. Connect all the dots on the surfaces to show the planes

more clearly. Fig. 16 shows the post-face line being drawn on the
brace with a straightedge.

Next we need to lay out the housing for the brace, which we will
make to fit a 1-in. diminished shoulder on the brace.  These sloped
housings (like that seen in Fig. 12 on the previous page) are often
an indicator of scribed layout, since the upper end of the housing
and the corresponding shoulder on the brace can exit their surfaces
more gracefully when the timbers are out of square. However,
diminished housings might not be immediately visible on centered
braces like our current example.  

Take your framing square and lay it along the post-face line on
the brace and strike a 90-degree line to represent the bearing edge
of the tenon, aligning it to the “extra” set of marks you made on
the brace edges (Fig. 17).

Lay out the length of the tenon (usually 3-4 in. plus the hous-
ing depth) and mark the end of the tenon with a line parallel to the
line representing the surface plane of the post. To lay out the
diminished shoulder, come back the depth of the housing along
the bearing edge of the tenon line from the post-face line. This
depth is conveniently 1 in., which allows you to use a combination
square blade as a gauge. Connect this point to the upper end of the
post-face line to establish the sloped shoulder of the brace where it
bears inside the housing (Fig. 18). 

Repeat the process on the other side of the brace. The three lines
described in the previous paragraph are the cut lines on the brace.

Use a gauge representing the tenon thickness to lay out the
tenon on the brace and the mortise on the post. The housing width
on the post can be laid out using dividers (as shown earlier in Fig.
7), and the housing depth will be 1 in. deep at its lowest point

Fig. 15. Marking the upper side (or inside corner) of the brace.

Fig. 16. Connecting the points representing the post-face line. Straight-
edge happens to be a French-style homemade mortise and tenon gauge.
In use, centerline marked by v-cuts registers on joinery centerlines.  

Fig. 17. Bearing shoulder laid out on brace. Line is square to post-face
line and drawn from dèsabout line on top arris. Process will be repeat-
ed from lower point (where lines touch) on other side of brace.
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which allow discrepancies in squareness and size to be less obvious
at the joints, are common in scribe rule frames but not definitive
since some square rule builders prefer them as well. A better indi-
cation is the systematic absence of housings for minor or non-load-
bearing members. Square rule frames generally house all connec-
tions. 

A final indication is the presence of so-called two-foot marks on
the outside faces of posts and other timbers that appear in two
assemblies such as a bent and a wall. This reference mark (often a
circle or S-shape with a line through it) is usually found near the
top of a post and 2 ft. down from the top of the adjoining plate.
This mark establishes a datum that can be used to align the timber
in both scribe assemblies and accounts for variations in plate height.

—WILL BEEMER
Will Beemer (will@tfguild.org) is co-Executive Director of the Guild
and Director of the Heartwood School.

(parallel to the post face), diminishing to nothing where it exits the
post face at the top end. For reference, the slope can be laid out
lightly on the side of the post even though this centered housing
won’t be open on the sides. For such centered housings, diminished
haunches are easiest cut with hand tools because you can come in
from the top end with a slick or chisel, checking the angle with a
straightedge or bevel gauge. Note that, because of our out-of-
square and irregular surfaces, we make the housing parallel to the
cross-surface of the post (making it easier to cut), resulting in the
shoulder of the brace often appearing somewhat skewed.

As with most scribing, these techniques are best learned in the
field since the process involves so much 3-D visualization, and the
third dimension can be hard to see in photographs and drawings.
It’s a great exercise to practice with small timber off-cuts. Plane
them out of square and intersect them at arbitrary angles to test
your ability to lay out mortise and tenon joints and diminished
haunches. This experience will increase your versatility and confi-
dence as a timber framer. 

SO, in an old frame, how can you tell if the frame was scribed?
There are numerous good indications such as marriage marks,
particularly on braces. Identical carpenter’s marks on both

sides of a brace joint (usually the lower joint) indicate the brace can
only go in that location since it was scribed to fit there. Square rule
braces, in contrast, are usually interchangeable and unmarked.
Diminished housings for braces and major load-bearing beams,

Fig. 18. Straightedge 1 in. wide laid along line of diminished shoul-
der after use as gauge to measure back 1 in. along bearing shoulder
line from the post-face line, then pivoting to connect this new point
with top point. This is the cut line for the tenon shoulder. During
assembly of centered (blind-housed) brace, you can tell brace is fully
seated when penciled post-face line meets post face.

Fig. 19. Cruck frame built at the Heartwood School in Washington,
Massachusetts, in a two-week workshop this summer, during which
photos for this article were taken. All pieces in the 12x14-ft. frame
were scribed except the rafters, which were square-ruled. Floor mem-
bers were scribed using tumbling (see previous article in this series),
wall and bent members, including cruck blades, were plumb-bob
scribed, while the round-to-square connections in the upper part of the
cruck were bubble scribed (the subject of the next article). Frame was
a mix of hardwoods (mostly cherry) and softwoods; booked-matched
cruck blades furthest from camera are Eastern white pine; blades
nearest camera are spruce and aspen. Jack Sobon, who taught the
workshop along with Dave Carlon, Josh Jackson and the author,
designed the frame.
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TIMBER FRAMING 
FOR BEGINNERS 
X. Introduction to Scribing 3

ROUND timber offers no straight plane between arrises
as does square-edged material, so myriad points need to
be transferred rather than just the extremities. To make
the transfer, we can borrow a technique from log

builders who use bubble scribers to transfer the profile of a log to
the one above that will rest on it snugly when hollowed out care-
fully to the scribed line.

Bubble scribers are dividers fitted with a bullseye (cross) level at
or near the hinge point, and marking pens at the ends of one or
both legs. If two logs or timbers are set out level and one stacked
over the other, their intersection can be marked by riding the
divider legs along the surfaces to be mated while keeping the bub-
ble centered on the bullseye of the level. By keeping the bubble
centered, one pen is always kept plumb over the other, just as if
they formed the two ends of a plumb bob and string. This tech-
nique is best used for joining round to square or round to round
timbers (Fig. 1).

Line the timbers as before (see previous article in TF 77), with
the lines either representing the centerlines of the mating timbers
or one side of joinery. When the timbers are assembled, the
snapped lines should meet. If a timber is very wild and moves in
and out of plane along its length, the line should be most nearly
centered at the ends. It’s also better both structurally and aestheti-

cally if the grain at the ends is as nearly parallel as possible to the
chalk line to optimize the lay of any joinery cut at the ends. Set out
one timber over the other to be joined and level them both length-
wise and crosswise according to the struck lines on their ends. V-
notched blocks 12 to 16 in. long can help steady the round tim-
bers; log dogs and wedges can keep them from rolling (Fig. 2).
Alternatively, you can also screw a horizontal board to the end
grain of the round timber, aligning it to the horizontal level line on
the end and making it deep enough to offset the centerlines the
appropriate amount (Fig. 3). 

Set your bubble scribers to the distance between the two cen-
terlines. Since most such scribers are limited to 16 in. or so of
spread, this will determine the amount of separation between the
timbers you are allowed. The greater the distance, the greater the
chance for error. If the distance is too great for the scribers to reach
comfortably, you can “double-cut” the joint (see the previous arti-
cle) by first cutting the mortise, then the tenon with extra length
to the shoulders. Insert the tenon into the mortise and then scribe
the shoulder and recut.

Once the distance is set on the scribers, they must be calibrated
to make sure the two pens are plumb over one another at that set-
ting. We use two small boards (1x2) screwed together at a right
angle and mounted perfectly plumb on a wall or post. Stick the

Fig. 1. Log-builder’s scribe technique used here at a crossing of two round timbers is equally applicable
to lengthwise joints and combinations of square and round timber. Cavity is severely undercut in upper
member to clear all possible projections of lower member at the joint and produce a seamless appearance.

All photos Will Beemer
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pens into the corner of the two boards and adjust the bubble lev-
els (if needed) to read plumb. Rotate the pens and check to see if
the reading is the same. If not, one of the pens needs to be adjust-
ed in or out in its mount. Turn the scriber over and check the read-
ings again with the pens in opposite positions. In all cases, no mat-
ter what the orientation of the pens, they should read plumb in the
calibration jig. This should be done each time the spread of the
pens is changed for different layouts (Fig. 4).

Certain bubble scribers are better than others for different appli-
cations. Those with straight pens positioned to reach facing sur-
faces have limited ability to reach over the top of a timber or into
tight corners, since there you need a scriber with an arm articulat-
ed enough to ride on a surface that may be oriented away from the
face it is to meet. More elaborate scribers, such as those developed
by Big Timberworks in Montana and Timmerhus in Colorado, are
best suited for reaching over onto the top of square or round timbers
to complete the scribe layout on all surfaces. These tools have two
bubble levels, so they can work when flipped over. (You should
make sure both levels are calibrated before scribing.)

Old-timers didn’t have these $300 scribers, but could crudely
accomplish the same thing with a good eye and a small forked
branch with pencils taped on the ends, made more sophisticated by
drilling a hole in the lower branch and hanging a plumb bob string
from the upper branch through the hole. They probably did a lot
of double-cutting, roughing out the joint and then partially assem-
bling it to get it close enough for a more accurate final scribing
with the shoulders near each other (Fig. 5). 

Our scribers transfer points plumb over one another, and those
points define a unique line to the center of the earth. You might be
tempted to try scribing level points, say with timbers that are in
situ, which would be possible by turning the scribers on their side
so the points are level with each other and remounting the bubble
level so it reads plumb at 90 degrees to the level arms. But you’d
also need some way to account for your “in or out” (lateral) posi-
tion, since the centered bubble now signals a plane not a line. I
once saw a set of homemade scribers that included not just a bub-
ble level but also a magnetic compass to establish the bearing angle
the pens should have to each other. Ingenious, but not as practical
as using gravity to transfer marks. 

Fig. 4. Calibrating the bubble scribers. The pens must be plumb.

Fig. 2. Logs of whatever size can be kept from rolling by cradling in V-blocks (right end
above) or fastening to cleats if small enough (left end), then clamped or dogged in place.

Fig. 5. Homemade scriber can be improvised with forked stick, pencils
and bubble level.

Fig. 3. Strategy for holding log level. With appropriate
depth, stick can provide correct offset for scribing.
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laser level or your eye to transfer the lines for the joinery. It’s
important to have no flat surfaces exposed to view, accomplished
by carefully choosing the size of the round pieces. Logs oval in
cross-section or with a lot of bumps are difficult to miter, so pick
smooth round ones. Ideally, the diameter of the tenoned member (or
the one whose end joins into the midspan of the other) should be
about three-quarters of the diameter of the other member, or about
2 in. narrower. The idea is to lay out the miter at a point where the
chord length of one member equals the diameter of the other.
Mitered joinery is very strong with its large flat-on-flat bearing
surfaces, which are also easier to cut than the other two shapes
(Figs 7-8). 

Once the scribers are calibrated, they are brought back to the
timbers and the profiles transferred from one timber to another.
The technique of keeping both pens riding on the timber surfaces
while watching the bubble level takes some practice (or three eyes).
One hand should ride on the hinge of the scribers to control both
arms, and the other can hold the pen of one arm (usually the top
one) on the surface of one timber. It’s easier that way to feel if the
other pen is in contact with the lower timber while watching the
bubble most of the time. Orient the scribers so the pens drag
slightly across the timber rather than push into the fiber. This will
minimize wear on the pens and keep them from snagging. Mortises
and tenons can be laid out by marking their boundaries with the
scribers, then using a gauge or framing square to set out their thick-
ness above and below the centerline.

Many scribers come with ink pencils (available from drafting or
surveyors supply stores), which facilitate marking on wet timber.
They also may have felt-tipped pens, which tend to wear down
fairly rapidly. We use Fisher plotter pens, which have pressurized
roller-ball tips that stand up better over time. 

JOINING round to square timber looks best if the tenoned
timber is round and smaller in diameter than the square mor-
tised timber it is meeting, since you don’t have to chamfer flats
in the round timber to make a pleasing intersection as it meets

the square. If the larger, mortised member is also round (round
meeting round), you have some choices. You can, for instance,
cope the shoulders of the tenoned member to wrap around the sur-
face of the round, mortised member. But this shape is difficult to
cut and results in fragile feather edges at the ends of the cope.
Another option is to scribe a housing at the mortise to the profile
of the tenoned member, which can then bear its shoulder on a flat
table deep enough in the housing so the entire member end is
enclosed. The result of this technique looks much better than a
coped edge, given that one can scribe the housing very accurately.
The flat table inside provides a better and more predictable bearing
surface as well (Fig. 6).

A third option is to use “mitered” joinery, especially attractive
with round meeting round, making it appear as if the timbers are
growing out of one another. Instead of scribers, you can use a jig,

Figs. 7-8. Round-to-round mitred joint offers excellent bearing and neat
appearance. Diameter of tenoned member will equal chord length of
mortised member at joint. Example below has been artfully reshaped.

Fig. 6. Scribed housing (left) vs. coped shoulders in round-to-round
mortise and tenon work. Scribed housing offers advantages.
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To lay out the miter, level your timbers over one another and
align their centerlines to the proper dimensions or the floor layout
(if there is one). Then support a plumb bob hanging through the
intersection to be mitered. Hang it from a prop or support that
doesn’t interfere with your scribing; you’ll need both hands free
and the ability to move around the joint to sight a plumb plane
through the string. The prop can be a 2x4 attached at the floor (or
embedded in the ground) and the back of the timbers, or a tripod.
(A crane would work, too, but it’s a bit pricey.) Bring the string in
with the prop until it’s just touching the two pieces to be scribed,
and secure the prop temporarily (Figs. 9-10).

On a windy day, a plumb bob may want to drift a lot. One trick
is to suspend the bob in a bucket of water to block the wind and
dampen the motion. Just be careful not to jostle the bucket while
scribing.

Once a plumb bob is hung, any point not on that string will
define a plane with the string (three points define a plane). The key
to making mitered scribing look good is to find the best point on

the timber to begin the layout of the flats of the miter. Visualize
where the string will hang on the other side of the joint, and the
way the two flats would intersect when drawn through each string
position. If the corner of the miter were too far into the lower (larg-
er) timber, large visible flats would result on the lower piece. If the
corner is not deep enough, the large flats will appear on the upper
timber.

The best way to make the miter aesthetically pleasing, and min-
imize the amount of exposed flats, is to pick the miter’s corner
points on the tenoned timber that will result in the same chord
length in the timber below. 

Take a caliper and measure the width of the upper log where
you think the corner will work best. This is the chord length, the
straight line measurement between two ends of an arc. Use that
caliper setting to see if the chord length is the same on the lower
log at a point directly plumb beneath the miter corner of the log
above (Fig. 11). 

You can also use the scribers to make this comparison, and the
bubble level will make it easier to judge plumb. With calipers, you
need to eyeball the point below for plumb. Still, if you’re reason-
ably close (within a half-inch), it should work out. 

When choosing the corner point and angles of the flats, you
should be aware which surfaces are loadbearing. Ideally, they should
be perpendicular to the axis of the stress, but you’ll have to weigh
that against what looks best. The two flats look best when they are
approximately the same size. You don’t want a flat that is so shal-
low an angle that the piece wants to slide out under load, nor so
deep that the other flat needs to be exceptionally long to meet it at
the corner. There may be some structural considerations that could
compromise the aesthetics, such as the size of the mortise and
tenon or bearing area requirements. There are cases where the
diameter of the tenoned timber can’t or shouldn’t be used, such as
if that results in too deep a miter in the larger piece. In the case of
a brace coming in at a low angle, or a strut to a kingpost, the V may
be purposely off center in the smaller piece to obtain or improve
bearing. In these cases, flats do result but can be faired out (Fig. 12
overleaf ).

Once you’ve chosen the corner point on the top timber, mark it
and sight through the string to that point (Figs. 9-10). Now, keep-
ing your head steady, one eye closed, and the mark you made in
line with the string, make a series of marks as far as possible around
the timber in the same plane as the string and the first mark. Avoid

Figs. 9-10. Projecting planes of intersection of round-to-round mitered
joint. Plumb bobs are generally used one at a time in confined spaces.

Fig. 11. Checking the chosen length between tenon shoulder points
against the location on the member to be mortised.
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touching the string. Drop the pencil down to the lower timber,
keeping the same plane lined up, and make more marks to repre-
sent the intersection. Soon you will not be able to see around to the
other side of the timbers, but you can use one of your last marks as
a new alignment point. Shift your position to see the unmarked
side of the timbers, and line up the string (still in its same position)
to one of your later marks. Pick one far away from the string to
increase accuracy. Continue marking around both timbers as far as
you can, making your marks about an inch apart. You’ll reach a
point on the opposite side of the timber from the string where it
will be impossible to line your pencil up with the string because the
timber is in the way. In this case you may have to move the string
to the near side and line it up with an existing mark, but usually
you have enough marks at this point to define the plane around the
timber. If joinery is only coming into one side of the timber, you
may not need marks on the opposite side anyway.

New technology can also be a big help. A laser level such as the
PLS2 from Pacific Laser Systems can be aligned to your floor draw-
ing (if you have one) and project a continuous plumb beam of light
across both timbers at the intersection. Mark the projected line
with a pencil, being very careful not to look into the laser beam.
With a floor drawing that shows the corner point (determined by
the chord length method described above) and the true diameters
of the log pieces, it’s possible to mark the joinery with the laser
level one piece at a time, without the need to set one timber out
over the other (Fig. 13). 

Once the first plane for the miter has been established, it’s time
to mark the second plane, which is determined by where the cor-
ner of the miter will be. Move the plumb bob, string and prop
around to the other side of the intersection, secure it where it just
touches both timbers, and sight through the string to the corner
mark on the top timber. Mark this side of the joint on both top
and bottom timbers as you did before. Connect the dots to estab-
lish the cut lines. This can be done carefully by eye, or use a flexi-
ble ruler or a piece of metal banding, which should be able to
touch three points at once to guarantee that the curve is fair.

In all of the exercises above, the timbers are leveled both across
their faces (or ends) and along their length, and may be aligned to
a floor drawing if practical. Different techniques are appropriate
for different circumstances, and the well-trained timber framer will
have them all in his or her bag of tricks. One must carefully con-
sider the aesthetics of mixing round and square timber in a frame,
and round or crooked timber causes some obvious issues if it is on
the outside wall or roof where sheathing needs to be applied.
Understanding the concept of reference planes, and the use of the
eye as the most valuable tool in one’s kit, will add much versatility
and variety to the types of timber you can use in your frames.

—WILL BEEMER
This article concludes a three-part series on scribing. Previous articles
in TF 77 and 76  have covered plumb-bob scribing of square timbers.
For more information on mitered joinery for round timbers, see Log
Building News 17 (February 1995) as well as Log Building
Construction Manual, both by Robert Chambers and available
through the International Log Builders Association, 800-532-2900,
www.logassociation.org.

Fig. 12. Kingpost with two mitered struts, an instance when expected
loading indicates unequal bearing shoulders and thus asymmetry in
the miter.

Fig. 13. A laser level can project a beam of light to aid in marking a
projected plane on intersecting timbers.
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